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Subject-Verb Agreement 
Editing 

  

Subject = who or what is the sentence about? 

Verb = what is the subject doing? 

 
 

  Generally, verbs come closely after the subject. 

 
 

 Singular subjects use singuar verbs.  She shines the flashlight outdoors. 

 Plural subjects use plural verbs. The boys are building a dog house. 
 

There are over 10 different rules for subject-verb agreement.  

If in doubt, say both sentences aloud. Which one just sounds better? 

 
  

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. (Careful, here and there are never the subject.) 

1. bonsai are the japanese art of growing tree in container 

2. the Tradition date back over 1,000 year in asian societies? 

3. the purposes is visual enjoymint and skillfull ingenuity! 

4. all most any tree or shrub can bee select for bonsai 

5. poppular species includes white pine Juniper azalea Elm and cypress 

6. the skill involve root and leaf Pruning, as well selects the correct pot. 

7. bonsai Branches is shaped with wire and small, surgical-like Tool 

8. one Pine tree are thought to be at least 500 years old, started Around 1610! 

9. here is some of the growing styles Slant, Formal upright, and literati. 

 10. there is over 1,200 Bonsai Books and Five-Million tree hobbyists. 

 

 Some are a bit tricky, but all of these words use a singular verb. 
 

 

 

each       either       neither       everyone       everybody       anybody       

 someone     group     team     class     family     committee 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

11. each of the bonsai Class Members chooses there plant cutting 

12. either the members will uses a square or circuler Planting Tray 

13. every one were excited to Create a long-lasting gifts for they’re family 
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Subject-Verb Agreement 
Editing 

  

Subject = who or what is the sentence about? 

Verb = what is the subject doing? 

 
 

  Generally, verbs come closely after the subject. 

 
 

 Singular subjects use singuar verbs.  She shines the flashlight outdoors. 

 Plural subjects use plural verbs. The boys are building a dog house. 
 

There are over 10 different rules for subject-verb agreement.  

If in doubt, say both sentences aloud. Which one just sounds better? 

 
  

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. (Careful, here and there are never the subject.) 

1. bonsai are the japanese art of growing tree in container 
                Bonsai is the Japanese art of growing trees in containers. 

2. the Tradition date back over 1,000 year in asian societies? 
    The tradition dates back over 1,000 years in Asian societies. 
3. the purposes is visual enjoymint and skillfull ingenuity! 
    The purposes are visual enjoyment and skillful ingenuity. 
4. all most any tree or shrub can bee select for bonsai 
 Almost any tree or shrub can be selected for bonsai. 

5. poppular species includes white pine Juniper azalea Elm and cypress 
 Popular species include white pine, juniper, azalea, elm, and cypress. 
6. the skill involve root and leaf Pruning, as well selects the correct pot. 

The skill involves root and leaf pruning, as well as selecting the correct pot. 
7. bonsai Branches is shaped with wire and small, surgical-like Tool 
 Bonsai branches are shaped with wire and small, surgical-like tools. 

8. one Pine tree are thought to be at least 500 years old, and started Around 1610! 
 One pine tree is thought to be at least 500 years old, and it started around 1610! 

9. here is some of the growing styles Slant, Formal upright, and literati. 
 Here are some of the growing styles: slant, formal upright, and literati. 

10. there is over 1,200 Bonsai Books and Five-Million tree hobbyists. 
 There are over 1,200 bonsai books and five-million tree hobbyists. 
 

Some are a bit tricky, but all of these words use a singular verb. 
 

 

 

each       either       neither       everyone       everybody       anybody       

 someone     group     team     class     family     committee 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

11. each of the bonsai Class Members chooses there plant cutting 
 Each of the bonsai class members chose their plant cutting. 
12. either the members will uses a square or circuler Planting Tray 
 Either the members will use a square or circular planting tray. 
13. every one were excited to Create a long-lasting gifts for they’re family 
 Everyone was excited to create a long-lasting gift for their family. 
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